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Introiluction

This paper is an in-formal compaiison of some of the basic properties of combinatory
reductions and lambda reductions. The parallels between the systems cannot be too
close, bocause of the different structure of the two kinds of terms, but I think it is
rvorth seeing how close they can be pushed. The reader will be assumed to have some
technical familiarity with combinatory logic and the lambda-calculus, and most proofs
will be given merely as references to the literature. (Easy-to-construct proof. *i1 t 

"omitted entirely.) The few technical results that are new will be proved in an appendix.l)

$ 1. Basie ilefinitions

Lambd,a-term.s are assurned to be built up lrom variables by application and ab-
straction. (See Cunnv and Fnvs ll, ch. 3] or HrNor.nv, LnncHEn and Snr,oru [4, ch. l]
for notation and precise definitions.) Two ,l-terms differing only by changes of bound
variables will be ca,lTed congruent or u-equiaalent, and treated as identical. The result
lN lrl M 6f substf,tuting N for each free r in M (and changing bouad variables to avoid
clashes) is defined on fl, p. g4l or 14, p.6l.Combinatory terms aro assumed. to be built
up from s, K, r and the same variables as the i-terms, by application only 14, ch.z).
The term I may be taken either as an atom or as SKK.

- 
The relation X p-red,uces to Y (x > p I) for i-terms is defined. by reflexivity (in-

cluding congruence), transitivity, and the rules

(p)
(Rp)

(LmM)N>lNlr)M,

X>Y+{Xlu}U>{Yla}t} ,

where U is any ),-term containing exactly one occurrence of a variable o, not bound,
and " {xla} " denotes the result of'reTtlacing this occuren ce of a by x (without making
the changes of bound variables demanded by the definition of substitution).2) The
relation x Pr1-red'uces to Y (x > p,t Y) for ,?,-terms is defined by adding to the B-defini-
tion the rule

1* . (Mu) > M (r not, Iree in M).

_ 
1) Ilost ol this paper was written during a visit to the Technische Hochschule, Darmstadt, whom

I rrish to thank for generous support and hospitalif'.
2) tr'or example {(rr)la} (l,r . a) is (),r . (rr)), bar l@r)lul e"r . t;) is ()z . (m)), where z is a new

variable. Those familiar with the "context" notation of programming-language theory will see
that that notation could have been usecL instead oI {xla); rI u[ ] is uny co"text, the; {xla} U
is U[X].

(rt)
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For combinatory terms the relation x tneakly reiluces to Y (X >., y) is defined by

reflexivity, transitivity, and the followiag:

(Rp) X>Y+{xla}U>{YP}a.

Note that since combinatory terms contain no bound variables, the replacement

rule (Rp) is equivalent to the substitution rule

(Sub) X > Y +lx lu lZ > lYlulZ

(s)
(K)
(D

(r)

(b)

(c)

(f)

suvw > {tw(vw),
Kav > a,
ta>u,

ln) .Y :  KY (r  not  in Y),  '

ln l .n:r ,
lal . (U*) : U {r not in U),

lrl . (UV) : S(trl . U) (ltl . V) if (a), (c) do not applv'

where now Z may contain more than one occurlence of u. The equi,ualenae generat'ed

by a reduction wil l be called "-" (":p",":pr")i identity wil l be called "="'

n'or each combinatory term Y, a combinatory term Lrl .Y to play the r6le ol )"r . Y

is defined inductively by

Incidentally, at first sight it would seem mole straightforward to restrict (a) to I

a variable, and omit (c); but restricting (a) would destroy the convenient property

(r) la lal (lnl . Y) :- lrl .la lul Y (a not in Ua) ,

and omitting (c) would stop the ll-transform being precisely the inverse of the l'-trans-

for,rn (see below).l)

The natural map ,1 from combinatory terms to l,-terms is defined by

Sx= luaw.uw(uw),  Kt :  lut) .u,  Ix:  lu.u (or SrKrKr) ,

't)^ = 't), (XY)^ : X^Y 
^.

LetG be the set of all combinatory terms and I betlte set of all ,l,-terms; Iet6^be

the set of all ,l-terms of form x^. Then the ,1,-transform is a one-to-one map fuom 6

onto € 
^ 

= 9, a:nd hence has an inve-rse fuom 6 
^ 

ont'o €.

1) Without (c) the identity Xm: X would weaken to extensional equivalenee. Incidentally

we do not need the {ull (c) to ge!, X7" = X; all we need is

lwl  . (uu) = u,  lu l  . (Fru):K, [o] .  (Sza) = Sz, [z]  ' (Sz) = S'

But postulating these alone would mako (1) fail; for example

lah\[ t ] .m) :  lUlala:  (J,  l r l . lUlal(ar)  = l r f  ' (Ux) '

and the lat'ter need not be [/.
In fact, any partial restriction of (c) will make (l) fail. To see this, consider separately ],h9 c11es

that [r]. iuu;"is de{ined. to be o, or: to be S(Ko) f. In the frrst, case, choose a [/ for which ln). (Un)

ir nol defined to be (J, and apply the above example. In the second case, choose a U for which

lnl . (Ur) is in Jact. defined to be [/; then

lnJ . (Un) : U , tU lul (trl. oz) = S(KU) I.

So if we want (l), we must either omit (c) altogether or allow it without resfrict'ion, and if we want

Xm = X also, then we must have the full (c)'
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Define a map H from g to 6 by setting

(fu .M)u : l*). Mn, (MN)n: MnNa, ,Dp = ,t).

Then for all combinatory terms X a straightforward induction on x shows that
(2) Xm: X'
(Noted in 11, p.218, equation (20)1.) So .F1, restricted to G^, coitrcides with the inverse
of the ,t-transform. (Incidentally, we do not have Mut : tr[ for all ,1,-terms bocause
not every ).-term is in €^; but we do get Mat":f,rM, as shown in [], p.216, The-
orem 3], and a careful proof of this equivalence shows that in fact M17^ B-reduces
to a term ? to which M r1-reduces.)

rf we identify x with xr, then € becomes a subset of. g. Then >- becomes in-
cludod ir )p (considering relations as sets of ordered pairs).

$ 2. Lambda-reiluctions eorresponding to weak reduetion

suppose we try to define a l,-reduction >,i coffesponding to combinatory weak
reduction. The natural concept of coffespondenco is

(.t/ X>-YeX^t^Y^.

We could use this as the actual definition of ) 1, thus restricting ), to l,-transforms
of the combinatory terms, but that would not be very natural from a ,|,-point of view.
Let us look for an extension of the >, defined by (3), in whoso definition combinators
do not play a special r6le.

Two conditions on >1 wh-ich together imply (3) are the following:

(4\ X >* Y + X^27Y7, M >^N > Mp )* t r fa.

Now a ,l-reduction satisfying (4) cannot have the replaeement properby (Rp), because
if it did. we would have

X>,.Y+X^)tY^

+ (7a .  X^) > 
^( la 

.  Y^)

> ( ful  .Xm) >." ( lo l  .Yr.u)
== (k l  .X) >, . ( l lu l ,Y),

by (4)

bv (Rp)

by (4)

bv (2),
which is false for weak reduction. (Noted in [], bottom of p.2u].) So we must pos-
tulate some weakened form of replacement.

One relation which turns out to satisfy (4) is defined by reflexivity, transitivity,
(p), and the restricted replacement-rule

M>N+MP>NPandPM>Plf .

The proof of (4) is straightforward. But unfortuaately the Crruncrr-Rossnn property
fails for this reduction, and normal forms are not unique; for example

(trsu .*) (ItA) > (),wa .n) y > 1o .A, ().ra . *) $fl) > la . (t^y),

and neitber of these reductions can be continued further without making replacements
in the scope of a ,tr. so the above restriction on replacement is too great.
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What seems to be the most hatural ,l-relation satisfying (4) is found by noticing

that for combinatory weak reduction the replacement-rule is equivalent to the sub-

stitution rule, (Sub). Ilence weak reduction can be defined by the two rules

(F)u
(Sub)

( l r ) .U)V >* lVlr lU,

X )*  Y + lXlalZ >," lYlal  Z

(together with reflexivity and transitivity). Define >, by exactly the same rules;

reflexivity, transitivity, (B) and (Sub).

The proof of the first half of.(4) for'this relation is straightforward. The second

half comes from the fact that

( lPlr l0u: lPnlr lQa,
which is a consequence of lI, $ 6 E Lemma l].

It turns out that this relation is the same as a restricted ,XB-reduction used by

Howeno in [3], where he assigned ordinals less than eo to typed terms in such a way

that restricted reductions decreased the ordinal. Iloward only allowed a p-redex .R

to be roplaced in a l,er:m T when no froe variable of .E was bound in ?. This restric-

tion is equivalent to saying
T : lHlul u

for some (J and" some ?, occurring only once in [/; so lfowanp's restriction is equiv-

alent to weakening the replacement rule to rule (Sub). The Cnuncn-Rossnn property

can be proved for this relation by any method involving residuals (for example the

version of Tatr's and MAB,TIN-Lor's proof in [4, Appendix l]), because if trro redexes

-R, ft' satisfy llowanp's restriction, the residuals of ii 'with respect to -B' can also be

shown to satisfy it. Thus, if we think of.G as being part of 9,Howeno's relation is

a fairly natural extonsion of weak reduction ftom € to the whole of 9.

$ 3. Combinatory reiluctions corresponiling to l"reiluetions

The converse of the last section is to look for combinatory reductiors )"p, ;'aBo

which are convenient and natural and coffespond in some useful sense to )'B- and

)"pr1+educlion respectively. There are probably no reductions satisfying all these

criteria, and to show the difficulties involved I will compare the claims of some ap-

parently obvious candidates in this seetion.
- 

Consider p4-reduction first. To show that combinators can serve wherever the ,l-cal-

culus is used, we must.define a c|rl-tedvction (with its generated equivalence :.pn)

such that

(5) X:cpqY +X^:tB4Yt,

(6) M >^pqN = M17 z"prf{a '

We also need the Cuuncu-RosSER, theorem ftot 2"pr, since the main use of a reduc-

tion is in proving via this theorem that certain terms are not equivalent' (Other prop'

erties may also be desirable; see for example 12, pp.l43l4].) fn fact the Cnuncrr-

Rossnn theorem for ) 
"po 

will follow from (5), (6) and the theorem for ),8r1-teduction, since

x tn = x. And (6) will bo true if 2 cp, contarns weak reduction and has the property

(7) X>Y>[o] .X>lal .Y.
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Now the strong reiluction of lr, g 6 x'l was defined by simply adding (7) to the de-
fining rules for weak reduction, and it was shown in lr, SS 6 F and 6 Cl to satisfy (5)
and (6) and the cnuncu-Rossnn theorem. rt has also another nice property; i{ we
take I as an atom, not as SKK, then the strongly irreducible combinatory terms cor-
respond exactly to the p4-irreducible ,X-terms, thus:

X strongly irreducible e X is (a Bq-wed.ucible)p
e X is (a p-irroducible)s.1)

Tlrese properties and a few others (L2, pp.I43l4]) allow strong reduction and its equiv-
alence to be used wherever )"8r1-redaction and its equivalence have beon used, for
example in formulating higher-order logics. Qn the other hand the technicalities of
strong reduction are more complex than for 2-reduction (because (7) is not part of
the replaeement rule as it is in 2-systems), so tho interest in strong reduction is only
theoretical; by means of strong reduction, avoiding bound variables has been proved
possible, but it is not o{ten convenient.

An aiternative strong reduction, at first sight very natural, may be deflned by

(8) alcfnY+X^)Mryt .

But' this tempting definition in fact produces a rather unwieldy reduction. It can be
characterized by adding to the rules defining weak reduction the following four new
rules:

(s)
(r0)
(11)

(12)

S[/Z >"84 S i f  $aV)t  )  7prS7,

SaV > 
"p,tl{ 

if (SUV)^ } 
'prKx,

SUV > 
"B,tI 

if (SUV))" ) 
^prl^,

as ) cfa Yz + X 2 
"f,r 

Y (if z not in XY).

(see Appendix, Proposition l, for proof.) r suspect the roduction does not havo tho
crruncn-Rossnn property. (r*o: -D..r ',?o*let {Lr*dceun}p.p txerrnr;tgtoci)

Now consider the B-case. A combinatory p-equivalence was defined by axioms in
[, pp. 20314], and was proved in [], p. 216] to have the property

":cfYeX^:^pY^.
A good reduction )"p should generate this p-equivalence, and should have the Cnuncn-
Rossnn propert5'. It should also satisfy

(13)
">cfY+lu).">cFla).Y,

though with a different definition of io] from the one we have used up to now, other-
wise the roduction would be the same as B4-strong reduction.

1) This was proved in [r, S 6F.], see also 14, pp.63-6a1. Note that if x is the.E-transform of
a p-irreducible tetm M, then X is also the f/-transform oL M's 7-tnrmal form, because 4-red.uctions
do not, change the f/-transform. The correspondence above would fail if I was defined. as SKK
(or sKX); because t'hen sKK would be'the /1-transform of the Br1-normalform (),n.r), but the
strong reduction SK > KI would qive

SKK > KIK :  K(SKK)K > K(KIK)K > . . .
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One definition is suggested in [2, pp.88-90], based on a partial restriction of
clause (c) in the definition of fol. But we saw in X'ootnote I on p. 170 that any such
restriction would weaken the useful property

(14) lululfr l .  ) = lr l . lulal Y (r not, in Uu),

so this reduction is probably even more complicated than B4-strong reduction.

frtg An alternative definition is obtained by omitting (c) altogether; this reduction is

EE, defined by adding to the weak reduction rules the rule (13) with [o] defined by (r),
rue'll- _ (b), (f) onlv. This lql, call it lal', is very natural, and it can easily be proved to hii,ve

fff{Fprlpurty 1i+1, as well as the nice properties
-THE 7^' -

Aq"uil lal' . X = lal' . Y > X : Y, My = N n, 
- 

M : N (modulo bound variables),

(i-'.lr| where .I/' is defined using lol'. On the other hand the red.uction defined by [o]' does
not have the Cnuncn-Rosspn property, as was pointed out in correspondence by
B. Lnnonnn. IIe took

a : lrf '  .Kura: S([r] '  .Kur) (Ku);

since Kuoo reduces to oo, (13) gives

U = lr) ' .Kara 2 
"pl*)' 

. aa : K(uu).

But applying (fB) directly to the reduction of Kar to o gives

U : S(lrl' .Kun) (Ko) >"p S([o]' . a) (Ku) : S(Ktt) (Ko).

The terms S(Ko) (Ko) and K(oo) are irreducible, so U has two distinct normal forms.
Perhaps adding a new axiom to the above reduction saying

s(Kx) (KY) >"a K(Xr)

would give it the Cnuncn-Rossnn property, but the result would not be quite so
o'natural",

Finally it may be worth noting that the simple definition

(15) ,  >efY+X^>tpYs.

produces just as unwieldy a reduction as in the Bq-case; it can be characterized by
the rules (9)-(1f), with "P" instead of "pr1", and it does not have the Cnuncn-
Rossnn property. (See the Appendix, Propositions I and 2, for proofs.)

' 
S 4. Normal forms

In the .l-ealculus, B-normal forms are ,l-terms that contain no B-redexes (),r . M) N,
and Br1-normnl lorms contain neither p-redexes nor 4-redexes (terms ().r . Mr) with st
not free in M). X'or the combinatory system, weak normol larms are combinatory
terms that contain no weak redexes SaVW, KUV or IU. But these last are not a very
interesting set of terms. Because for any combinatory term X, however na,sty, there
is a weak normal form X' which has the same effect on .other terms as X has; namely

(16) X, : lyl, .(XA) (y not in X)

where [y]' is defined by clauses (b), (f) and the restricted (a) of $ l; for this X' we
have

X'y > * Xy.
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More interesting are the strongly irreducible terms, or strong normal forms, wbj.ch we
saw in the last section to be a close analogue of the .l-normal forms; as is proved in

L2, pp.106-1161, they may be defined inductively by

(17) (i) Variables and S, K, I are strong normal forms;

(ii) If 4, , . . , Zn are strong normal forms, then so is for, . , . , n*f . (UZ, . . . Z").

Even relative to weak reduction, these strong normal forms play a special r6le. For
example, B6nm's theorem for combinatory terms says that if X, Y arc distilact strong
normal combinators, then there exist Zr, . . ., Zn such that

(18) XZr. . ,  Znlr ,D >nur. t , ,  YZr. , ,  Znua >*a.

(For a proof see [5], or 12, $ ll F 8l; checking through the proof in l2l shows that
the reductions in (18) are indeed weak-see [2, footnote on p. 157].) Ifence we can-
not consistently identify two distinct strong normal combinators.l)

On the other hand, certain pairs of weak normal forms can be consistently identified.
This is because evory combinator X is strongly equivalent to a weak normal form
X' = lrl' . Xr, as mentioned above, so a model of strong equivalence which identifies
any two combinators X, y will automatically identify X', Y' also. (An example of
such a model is the one in Wepswontn's thesis 16]; see especially [6, Theorems 2.3.10,
2.5.81.)

g 5. Unsblvable terms

A ,l-term ,44 without free variables is called unsolaable w]l.en M has no nomal form
and there do not exist any terms Pr, ...,Pn such that MPr...P" has a normal
form.2)

Informally, an unsolvable term represents the totally-undefined funetion of any
number of arguments. This class of terms was first defined by Bennwonncr in his
thesis [8], and he shows there that to prove that each partial recursive function f is
definable by a combinator -F (such that l'Nr. . . Nk has no norma,l form when
Ifr,...,,1[p represent numbers for which f has no value), it is simpler to construct -F'
so that FNr...trtr* is actually urrsolvable whenever f has no value (18, pp. 19-221).
An example of an unsolvable term is the fixed point of K, which may be defined by

gY : (Lyz .yy) (),yz .yil.

BEnnNpnner has proved in [8, p.94], that a terun M is unsolvable if and only if
M : K* can consistently be adjoined as an axiom to the theory of 2B-equivalence.

A simple characterization of the unsolvable terms is given by the thoorem bolow.
X'irst, a heail-normal lorm is a ).-t'erm of form

(1*r.  .  . t^ .  AZt.  .  .2")  (m 2 0,  n 2 O)

1) More precisoly, given any two distinct strong normal combinators X and Y, the first-order
theory of equality whose axioms are the rules for weak reduction (with ":" instead of ">") to-
gether with S * K and X : y, is inconsistent. This is because substituting S, K for u,u in (L8)
gives S : K.

2) It does not matter which kind of normal form is reforred to here, because having no p-normal
form is equivalent to having no B4-normal form, by 12,Lemrna 13.f , p. I24].
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wbere Zr, . . ., Zn are any terms. A term is said t'o haue heail-normal lorm when it'

B-reduces to a head-normal form.

Theorem I (Bar,nnirnncr and W.tnswonrn). For atl )"-terms M wi,thout lree aari-
ablcs,

M solaable+ 3P1, .  .  . ,  Pnt (MPr.  .  .  P.)  > pK^

+ M has heail-normal form.I)

Suppose we no.w try to define unsolvability for combinatory terms; what class will
we get? For strong reduction the answer is easy. A term X without free variables is
said to be strongly unsoluable iJf there do not exist Ir, ..., Yn @2 0) such that
(XYr.. . I") strongly reduces to a strong normal form. Then, since every strong
normal form Z is the /I-transform of a )"|r1-normal form y'y', we have

(XYr. . .  Yn) *  Z + (XYr. . .  Y")  >- Nu

o (Xft . . . Y") :e.t .tr[71

? (XYL. . . Y")t :0n N6t (by footnote 1 on p. 173)

+(X^Yr.. . . Y,,t) : p,t I{ (footnote 1 on p. 173)

e(X.Ys.. .Y,^)2prN.

So X is strongly urrsolvable if and only if X, is an unsolvable ).-term.

For weak reduction we could simply replace " strong " by " weak " in the definition
above, but in view of the remarks about weak normal forms in the last section, I feel
it would be more interesting to say that X is weakly unsolvable iff Xy1 . . . I" does
not weakly reduce to a strong normal form, for any Yr,. . ., Yn., n Z 0.

Theorem 2. For any combinatory term X without aar'iables, the lollowing are equ'io-
alent:

(i) X fs weakly unsolaable in the oboue sense;
( i i )  Xor no Y1,.  .  . ,  Yn, n 2 0,  d 'oes XYt.  .  .  Y,") ,oKi

(iii) X ,i,s stronglg unsoluable.

Clause (ii) is the definition of weak unsolvability that B.lnnNDBEGr used in his
thesis ([8, p. 87]), and was there proved equivalent to (iii). Theorem 2 shows that
weak, strong, and ,?,-unsolvability are all equivalent. (See the Appendix for a proof.)

Appenilix: Proofs

Lemma L. Il a ).-term P Br1-reil,uces to Q, anil the onlg free occurrences of u in P are

'i,n components (aw) u;ith w also lree 'in P, then the only lree occurrences of a in Q are 'in

oomgnnents (aw) wi,th u also free in Q.

Proof. It is enough to consider one contraction. X'irst change any bound occur-

rences of u in P to new variables, and then consider all possible positions of. u ur Q.

Lemma 2. Il M,N are ).-terms and, lNlrlM B-red'uces to a heail-norntol, Iornx, tllen

M also B-red,uces to a heail-normal form.

1) See the Appendix for a proof. Incidentally, for Csuncu's .if-terms, which are i-terms restricted
by insisting thak (LxM) is only a, term when r occurs frae in M, BlnnNonnst has proved tha,t a
term without free variables is solvable i{ and only if it has a normal form. (See l9].)
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Proof. (seo wnoswonru [6, Theorem B.r.a (c)].) rf j4 does not reduce to a head-
normal form, then there will be an infinite reduction, called a heacl-recluction,

M > Mr> M2> . . .
in which each step has form

(lq . . . nn . Oy . p) eR, . . . Ro) > p ()r, . . . r, . ffelA] p) R, . . . Rt).
substitute y'y' for r in each M;; this gives an infinite head-reduction of fi//rl M. Hence
fNlrlM does not reduce to a head-normal form, because by Cunnv's standardization
theorem in [], p. r40] if any reduction reached a head-normr,l fo"* the head-reduction
would also reach one.

Proposition l. ?he cB-red,uotion d,elined, bu
( t5) *>coY+X^)MYr,

is the same as the relation d,efined, by the rures lor weak red,uctinn together with (g)-(rr),
w_i't.! ,,F" ittstead, ol "fn" . The cBtl-red,uction d,efined, by (g) is the same as the reiluction
defi,ned, by the rules for weak reiluction together wnn @i_dq.

Proof' The B-case will be treated. {irst. ft is easy to see that }"p satisfies the weak
reduction-mles a,nd (g) -(rr). x'or the converse, we must prove that if x, B-reducest'o Yx, then x > r can be deduced from the above rulesl By ll, pp. la0/rj we can
assume every,l,B-reduction is standard.. we will prove the 

""rotrbyirrduction 
on the

iength o{ a standard reduction from x, to y^. The basis (xt = rr) is trivial. rn the
induction-step we use induction on X.

Basis' x is s, K, r or a variabre. Then x, is B-irreducible, so r, is the same as xr.

-Tnduction-step. 
x is (ax, . ..xn), n 2l. rf ail contractions in the reduction

of -f,, are in proper parts of x^, then use the hypothesis of the induction on x. Now
suppose some contraction involves the whole of x,. This can only happen if a is s,
K or I. Also, by definition of standard. reduction tie largest and left-hand-most con-
tractions must be at the start.

Case 1. X: SUV. The standard reduction of Xx must have form
Xt= (Lutru.uw(aw))U^V^ (u,a,w not f ree m Uf l^)

>

>B(Lw.U^ro(V^w))

>pQ.w.tuI)

= Y^.

The only terms r whose r, has form rw. M'are s, K and I; hence x > y foilorvs
by (9), (10) or (1r).

Case 2. X : SI/. The standard. reduction of X, must have form
X^: S^U1

> p (Luw . U 
^w(aw)) 

(a, w not free in Ur)

>p() ,aw.M)

= Y).
12 Zeilschr. t. marh. -Logik
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The only possibilities for Y^ are S1 and K,' with

M:1'z.az(wz) or M:a'

But even theso are impossible, because Lemma I forbids

U^tp(aw) > ),2.uz(wz), Upn(uw) > u'

Case3.X:KU'Thestandardreduct ionofXlmusthaveform
Xt= () 'ua.u)U^

>uXu ' fJ^ (o not h U^)

>ulu 'M

= Y^.

since o is notfree infJT,tr cannot be free in M.Bttt'there are no terms I' with this

propertY.

Case 4.  X :  S|VWZ'.  .  .Zo ot  KUVZ' '  '  'Zy ?t  
l ( ]?:  '  ' . 'Ze'

Sinco the standard rudo"tion of -?^ invotv"* ih" wlole of X A, it' must begin with the

,l-transform of a weak contraction' giving

VW(VW) Zr. . Zp)1 or (UZ'' '  '  Z)t ' or (UZt ' '  '  Zp)t"

Thenapplyingthehglothesisof.theinductionontheroductiongivestheresult.This

"o-pt"iJt 
inu ptool for p-reduction'

n,orp4.reductiontheproofisthesamewiththefollowingmodifications.(Astandard
reduction is now a staridard p-reduction followed by an 4-reduction')

New Ca,se 1.  X = SUZ'

There is an extra po..iuiity, ,ramely that the reduction from fuw . M to r, has the form

(lw.M)>Vw'Pw)>P>Yt"

In tbis case we have tlp;(VilDl > yfD by a shorter reduction than the given one'

so by the roduction-ind;"ti.; hypothesis ttw(vw) must reduce to Yrtt by the rules

in Pioposition l. Then by one weak contraction more'

SUVv > Yw'

Ilonce S[/7 reduces to I by rule (12)'

Now Case 2.  X:  SU'

The extra PossibiJities are:

Xt"2 a ) ,aw'Up(aw) X^> p ) 'uw'  Up(aw)

> latts . Pw

>r),a.P

> ) 'a 'M

>olu.P

= Y^, 2rY^'

rn the first case r can only be s or K or I, and even these are impossible by Lemma l'

In the second case we have
Unn(ow) ) Y^uw,

and by the reduction-induction hypothesis, tlw(uw) reduces to Y 
^uw 

by the rules in

eropo*ition l. Then X > y follows as in Case 1'
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New Case 3.  X :  KU.

The only extra possibility is that ),a . M is an ?-redex, but oven this
because o is not fuee in M.

r79

is impossible

Proposition 2. The cp-red,uction in Proposition 1 d,oes'not haue the Church-Rosser
property.

Proof. I ' irstl; ' ,
(s(K(s(Kr))) K),, > 

^pIK^,so by (10) and replacement, we have

S(K(S(KI)))  Ka > 
"ul f .u.

Also by weak contractions we have

S(K(S(KI))) to > cE S(KI) (Ko).
But there is no combinatory term Z such that

K^u>uZ^, (S(Kf)  (Ko)) ,  )pZt,

because checki*g all possible 2p-reductions of Kro and of (s(Kr) (Ko)), shows that
neither of these redrrces to an5."thing in€^. r{ence Ko ana sfrf (Kr) are two distinct
normal forms of one term.

Proof of  rheorem r.  t r ' i rst ,  i f  Mpl  . . .pnB-reduces totr^ l , then M is obviously
solvable. Next, suppose 

-41 is solvable, say Mpr. .p,, r"ao.", to a normar form -ry'by a normal B-reduction; we shall show that M has a head-normal form by induc_
tion on the length of the given reduction (cf. wanswonrrr 16, Theorem s.i.+ (a)t).
The basis is trivial. x'or the induction-step; i{ the first contraction in the normal reduc-
tion is in M, we use the induction-hypothesis. If the first contraction involves a p,
we have

Mpr. .  .  .  pn :  0r  .0 prpz.  .  .  p.

> (lPrlrl Q) p, . . . p.

> .Ar.

By the induction-hypothesis, rptlrre has a head-normar form, so by Lemm a 2, e hasa head-normal form. rrence M ]oas one arso, finishing the induction. ninaily, suppose
M has head-normal form, say

M ,p( l*r . . .n*.r ier . . .e,)  (m 2 o,  f t  > o).
Then M is solvable by the sequence ffr, . . ., -ry'* which are ail defined to be I, except

I{ i= lyr . . . !* . }dt .
Proof of rheorem 2. Let x be weakly solvable; then x is obviously strongry

solvable. tr'or the converse, suppose x is strongly solvable. Then x, is l,_solvable, soby Theorem I  there exist  l , - terms pr, . . . ,p,"  such that,  X^pr. . .p,)sK^. I lonce
x^Pr. . .Pnl l I^>pl^.

Therofore there is a normal B-reduction of x^pn. . . pnr^r^to rr, which is ie. z. sucha normal reduction wiil consist firstly of si,mpri head,-coitiactioii, ot form
(2r)

l2*

(ln . P) QRr. . . Rn 2 p (Lelrl p) Rr.. . . Ro,
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until it reaches a term )'r . N.; the subsequent contractions will then reduce N to r.

It can be seen that a normal reduction of a 2-term to a variable must consist entirely

of sim-ple head-contractions. Now the /I-transform of a simple head-contraction is a

weak reduction

(lrl . PdQnRn . . . Rns > [Qul*] Pu) Rn . . . RMr,

so we have

(22\ XPrr, . . . P,HII )* [r] .ly'rr,

(23) Np ) 'yn.

By putting an I on the right-hand end of each term in (22), and by substituting I

for r in (23), we get

(24) XPrn . . . P*Hlll >.' ([z] . N u) | lty (22),

>*[ l r )  N11

)*I  by (23).  n,

Finally, if X is strongly solvable we can find Ir, ...,Yn such that XYl'.. y," I

weakly roduces to K; simply add K to the end of the sequence in Q\. conversely,

1I XYr. . . Yn weakly reduces to K, then X is obviously strongly solvable.
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